A search for tt resonances in lepton+jets events with highly boosted top quarks collected in pp collisions at √ s = 7 TeV
Introduction
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) opens up a new kinematic regime, where pairs of Standard Model (SM) particles can be produced with an invariant mass of several TeV. Such high-mass final states are of particular interest for searches for massive states predicted by a number of extensions of the Standard Model. High-mass pairs of top quarks are among the most interesting of the final states explored by the ATLAS [1] experiment, but also represent a considerable experimental challenge.
The topology that forms when these Lorentz-boosted top quarks decay differs in important respects from that encountered when top quarks are produced approximately at rest. New tools have been developed to fully exploit the potential of these states. We adopt a solution proposed by Seymour [2] for the reconstruction and identification of highly boosted, hadronically decaying, massive particles, where these boosted objects are reconstructed as a single fat jet. An overview of the tools developed for the reconstruction of boosted objects is found in Refs. [3, 4] .
The ID is surrounded by a thin superconducting solenoid producing a 2 T magnetic field and by a hermetic calorimeter system, which provides three-dimensional reconstruction of particle showers up to |η| = 4.9. A highly granular lead and liquid-argon (LAr) sampling calorimeter provides a precise measurement of the energy of electrons and photons. The hadronic calorimeter uses steel and scintillating tiles in the barrel region (|η| < 1.7), while the endcaps use LAr as the active material and copper as absorber. The forward calorimeter (|η| > 3.1) also uses LAr as the active medium, with copper and tungsten as absorber.
The muon spectrometer consists of one barrel and two endcap air-core toroidal magnets, each consisting of eight superconducting coils arranged symmetrically in azimuth around the calorimeter. Three layers of precision tracking chambers, consisting of drift tubes and cathode strip chambers, allow precise muon momentum measurement up to |η| = 2.7. Resistive plate and thin-gap chambers provide muon triggering capability up to |η| = 2.4.
The trigger system is composed of three consecutive levels. The level-1 trigger is based on custom-built hardware that processes coarse detector information to reduce the event rate to a design value of at most 75 kHz. This is followed by two software-based trigger levels, level-2 and the event filter, which together reduce the event rate to a few hundred Hz which is recorded for analysis.
Data and Monte Carlo samples
The data used in this search were collected by the ATLAS detector at the LHC in 2011 using a single-muon or single-electron trigger with transverse momentum (p T ) thresholds set at 18 GeV for muons and 20 GeV or 22 GeV for electrons. The object requirements used in the offline selection are more stringent than those used in the trigger, and the offline p T thresholds are chosen on the efficiency plateau for the trigger. Only data recorded under stable beam conditions between March and August 2011 are used. Moreover, all subdetectors are required to be operational. The resulting data sample corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 2.05 ± 0.08 fb −1 [21, 22] .
Simulated samples are used to predict the contribution of the Standard Model backgrounds, the most important of which are tt production, vector boson production in association with jets and multijet production. Monte Carlo (MC) simulations are also used to evaluate the impact of systematic uncertainties on the modelling of initial-and final-state radiation, the tt production process, as well as on parton showering and hadronization.
The irreducible "continuum" tt background and electroweak single top quark production are generated using MC@NLO v3.41 [23] [24] [25] [26] with CTEQ6.6 [27] parton distribution functions (PDFs). Parton showering and hadronization are performed using Herwig v6.5 [28, 29] in association with Jimmy [30] to model effects due to the underlying event and multiple parton interactions. The total production cross sections are based on approximate next-to-next-to-leading-order (NNLO) calculations. The pair production cross section is taken to be 165 pb [31] [32] [33] . For single top quark production, 65 pb (t-channel [34]), 4.6 pb (s-channel [35] ) and 15.7 pb (W t associated production [36] ) are used. Samples generated with AcerMC [37] and Powheg [38], showered with either Herwig or Pythia [39] , are used to evaluate systematic uncertainties on the modelling of initial and final state radiation, the tt production process, as well as on the parton showering and hadronization.
Vector boson production with associated jets (V +jets) is simulated with the Alpgen v2.13 [40] generator with CTEQ6L1 [41] PDFs. Only leptonic vector boson decays (W → ν , Z → + − ) are considered for these backgrounds. Events are generated in exclusive bins of parton multiplicity up to four, and inclusively for larger multiplicity. The events are showered with Herwig and Jimmy. Matching of parton showers to the matrix elements avoids double counting of parton emissions in both parts of the calculation. The normalization of the W +jets yield is derived from data, as described in Section 7. The Z+jets sample, which has a much smaller contribution to the signal region, is normalized to the inclusive NNLO cross section [42] . Diboson samples are produced using Herwig v6.5 with MRST2007LO* [43] PDFs and Jimmy. A filter is applied at the generator level that requires the presence of one lepton with p T > 10 GeV and |η| < 2.8. K-factors are applied such that the production cross sections agree with results obtained using the MC@NLO Monte Carlo generator and the MSTW2008 PDF set [44] . The cross sections (K-factors) used for these filtered samples are: 11.5 pb (1.48) for W W production, 3.46 pb (1.60) for W Z production, and 0.97 pb (1.30) for ZZ production.
Signal samples for the pp → Z → tt process are generated using Pythia v6.421 with CTEQ6L1 PDFs. Kaluza-Klein gluons are generated with Madgraph v4.4.51 [45, 46] with CTEQ6L1 PDFs, and showered with Pythia. Interference with Standard Model tt production is not taken into account. The production cross sections times branching fraction used for both benchmark signal models are presented in Table 1 . The production cross sections for the Z boson samples are evaluated as in Ref. [47] and a K-factor of 1.3 is applied to account for next-to-leading-order (NLO) effects [48] . The KK gluon production cross sections are determined using Pythia v8.1 [49] . All generated samples are processed using a GEANT4-based [50] simulation of the ATLAS detector [51] and reconstructed with the reconstruction software used also for data. The trigger response is emulated in the offline software. A varying number of simulated minimum-bias events are overlaid on the hard process to account for the effect of multiple pp interactions per bunch-crossing, which are quantified by the variable µ. Then the simulated events are reweighted so that the data and the simulated sample have the same µ distribution.
Physics object reconstruction and selection
Electron candidates must have an electromagnetic (EM) shower shape consistent with expectations based on simulation, test beam and reconstructed Z → ee events in data, and must have a matching track in the ID [52] . The EM cluster must be within |η cluster | < 2.47, excluding the calorimeter transition region at 1.37 < |η cluster | < 1.52. The isolation transverse energy is determined as the transverse component of the sum of the energy deposits found in the calorimeter in an η − φ cone of radius ∆R = (∆φ) 2 + (∆η) 2 = 0.2 around the electron position. The energy of the electron is subtracted and the energy deposited by particles from additional pp interactions is accounted for by applying a correction that depends on the number of primary vertices. The contamination by non-isolated electrons due to decays of hadrons (including heavy flavour) in jets is reduced by requiring the corrected isolation transverse energy to be less than 3.5 GeV.
Muon candidates are reconstructed from track segments in different layers of the muon chambers. These segments are then combined, starting from the outermost layer, with a procedure that takes material effects into account, and matched with tracks found in the inner detector. The candidate trajectories are refitted using the complete track information from both detector systems, and are required to satisfy |η| < 2.5. Non-isolated muons are rejected by requiring that the energy deposited in the calorimeter and the scalar sum of track transverse momenta in a cone of ∆R = 0.3 around the muon candidate, after subtraction of the muon energy deposit or p T , are both less than 4 GeV.
The isolation requirement on the leptons results in some loss of signal efficiency at high tt masses, as shown in Section 5.
Calorimeter cells are clustered using a three-dimensional representation of the energy depositions in the calorimeter with a nearest-neighbour noise-suppression algorithm [53, 54] . Such topological clusters form the input to the jet reconstruction algorithm. Two types of jets are used, both reconstructed with the anti-k t algorithm [14] . For the first type, a radius parameter R = 0.4 is used. The input to the jet algorithm is formed by topological clusters calibrated at the EM energy scale, appropriate for the energy deposited by electrons or photons. A second set of jets is created with a radius parameter R = 1.0. These jets are henceforth referred to as fat jets. The input to this second jet reconstruction is formed by locally calibrated topological clusters [55] . In the local calibration, clusters are classified as hadronic or electromagnetic based on the cluster shape, depth and energy density. A correction is applied to the cluster that depends on this classification. Locally calibrated topological clusters are thus corrected for calorimeter non-compensation and are typically within 10% of the energy scale of the corresponding particles. In both cases the jet transverse momentum and pseudorapidity are corrected using p T -and η-dependent calibration factors obtained from simulation [54] and validated with collision data [54, 56] . The validity of the calibration of fat jets is limited to absolute rapidity smaller than 2 and jets outside this region are not considered. For the fat jets a further correction is applied to the jet invariant mass 3 .
The magnitude E miss T of the missing transverse momentum is constructed from the vector sum of the energy deposits in calorimeter cells associated with topological clusters. Calorimeter cells are associated with a parent physics object in a chosen order: electrons, jets reconstructed with R = 0.4, and muons, such that a cell is uniquely associated with a single physics object. Cells belonging to electrons are calibrated at the electron energy scale, and double counting of cell-energies is avoided, while cells belonging to jets are taken at the corrected energy scale used for jets. Finally, the track p T of muons passing the event selection is included, and the contributions from any calorimeter cells associated with the muons are subtracted. The remaining clusters not associated with electrons or jets are included at the EM energy scale.
Overlap between the different object categories is avoided by the following procedure. For all reconstructed objects in the simulation, scale factors and additional smearing are applied to compensate for the difference in reconstruction efficiencies between data and simulation. The uncertainties on these scale factors are used to determine the corresponding systematic uncertainties.
Event selection and reconstruction of the tt system
Events accepted by the single-electron or single-muon trigger are required to have at least one reconstructed primary vertex with at least five associated tracks with p T > 400 MeV. Events are discarded if any jet with p T > 20 GeV is identified as out-of-time activity, calorimeter noise, or is located in a problematic area of the calorimeter [54] .
A single isolated charged lepton that meets the quality criteria of Section 4 is required. Selected electrons must match the online lepton candidate responsible for the trigger decision. Events where an electron shares an inner detector track with a non-isolated muon are discarded. Muons are required to have a transverse momentum greater than 20 GeV and electrons must have E T > 25 GeV.
The escaping neutrino from the leptonic W boson decay leaves a signature in the p T balance of the event. Different selections, optimized to suppress multijet events, are applied in the two channels. In the e+jets channel, the magnitude of the missing transverse momentum E miss T must be larger than 35 GeV and the transverse mass 4 m T ( , E miss T ) > 25 GeV. In the µ+jets channel, E miss T > 20 GeV is required, as well as
3 The jet four-vector is obtained by summing the four-vectors of the (massless) clusters in the calorimeter associated with the jets. As the jet components have non-zero opening angle, even jets that result from the hadronization of massless gluons or light quarks acquire a non-zero mass [56] . 4 The transverse mass is defined as mT = 2p T E miss T
(1 − cos ∆φ), where p T is the charged lepton pT and ∆φ is the azimuthal angle between the lepton and the missing transverse momentum. Assuming the missing transverse momentum is dominated by the escaping neutrino from the W boson decay, the neutrino momentum can be reconstructed by imposing a W mass constraint on the lepton-E miss T system. If the quadratic equation yields two real solutions, the solution with the smallest |p z | is chosen. If the discriminant of the quadratic equation is negative, the magnitude of the missing transverse energy is adjusted to get a null discriminant. The selection steps based on the reconstructed charged lepton and the signature of the escaping neutrino, and the reconstruction of the leptonic W boson candidate follow closely that of a previous analysis of the same final state [12] .
The selection of jets and their assignment to top quark candidates is designed specifically for the collimated topology of the decay products of highly boosted top quarks. The lepton and jet from the semi-leptonically decaying top quark (t → W b → b ν ) are expected to be collimated in a relatively small area of the detector. A search region with 0.4 < ∆R(l, j) < 1.5 is defined around the direction of the charged lepton. Events are accepted if at least one jet with p T > 30 GeV is found in this region. If several jets with p T > 30 GeV are found, the one with smallest angular distance ∆R( , j) to the lepton is retained. The semi-leptonic top candidate is then constructed by adding the four-momenta of the reconstructed lepton, the neutrino candidate and the selected jet.
The decay products from a highly-boosted hadronically decaying top quark form a single fat jet that is expected to be found approximately back-to-back in φ to the semi-leptonic top decay (i.e. the two top quarks are emitted in opposite directions in the transverse plane, and the top quark boost ensures that their decay products retain the approximate direction of the top quarks). We require at least one (R = 1.0) jet at a minimum distance ∆R(j, j) > 1.5 from the jet associated with the semi-leptonic top candidate. With this ∆R(j, j) requirement, moreover, we avoid that clusters of energy deposits in the calorimeter are shared between the two types of jets. The fat jet is required to have p T > 250 GeV. The fat jet mass m j is expected to reflect the large top quark mass, and is required to be greater than 100 GeV. Finally, the jet components are reclustered using the k t algorithm in FastJet [57], and the last splitting scale
[56] is required to be greater than 40 GeV. If more than one fat jet is found, the leading p T jet is retained as the hadronic top candidate. The four-vector momentum associated with the tt system is reconstructed by adding the four-momenta of the semi-leptonically decaying top quark candidate and the hadronically decaying top quark candidate. The sample event display in Figure 1 illustrates the reconstruction procedure. Of the three jets reconstructed with R = 0.4, the jet closest to the lepton is associated with the leptonic top quark candidate. The two remaining R = 0.4 jets in the opposite hemisphere merge into a single fat jet (p T = 641 GeV, jet mass m j = 138 GeV, √ d 12 = 107 GeV) when the event is reclustered with R = 1.0. The invariant mass of the system formed by the two top quark candidates is approximately 2.5 TeV.
The efficiency times acceptance for signal events due to resonant pp → Z → tt production is shown in Figure 2 and is seen to depend strongly on the resonance mass, with a relatively steep turn-on at approximately 800 GeV. For resonances with a mass greater than 2 TeV the acceptance is degraded, primarily due to the lepton isolation and the requirement on the minimum distance between the lepton and the nearest jet, because the top quarks are so highly boosted. After this selection, the dominant background is Standard Model top-quark pair production. Two further Standard Model processes are expected to have an important contribution. The yield due to multijet production, where the isolated lepton signature is faked by leptons from heavy-flavour decays, muons from π ± and K ± decays in flight, electrons from photon conversions, or misidentified hadrons, is estimated in Section 6. The contribution of W boson production in association with jets is normalized using data, as reported in Section 7. Further contributions from Standard Model processes are expected to be small, and their prediction is based on Monte Carlo estimates.
The reconstructed tt mass distribution for four benchmark samples is shown in Figure 3 . For resonance masses between 1 TeV and 1.6 TeV the mass resolution, from a Gaussian fit to the distribution of reconstructed tt mass minus the true resonance mass, is approximately 10%. The tail that extends to lower masses is present to a lesser degree also in the generated tt mass distribution, as a result of the convolution of the steeply falling parton luminosity with the resonance line shape. This effect is especially pronounced for the 1.6 TeV and 2 TeV points.
The reduced high-mass tail compared to Reference [12] shows that this approach is intrinsically robust against the confusion that arises from the presence of additional jets due to initial-state radiation [13] . Thus, migration from the low-mass region into the high-mass region is minimal.
Estimate of the multijet background from data
To avoid the large systematic and statistical uncertainties in the MC prediction of events from multijet production, the contribution to the signal region is estimated from data using the Matrix Method [58] . It exploits control regions with leptons satisfying looser identification requirements to disentangle the contributions from multijet production, which yields non-prompt leptons and jets misidentified as leptons, and sources of prompt leptons such as the production of a vector boson plus jets.
The loose electrons have less stringent quality criteria. The electron isolation requirement is also modified: the total energy in a cone of ∆R = 0.2 around the electron is required to be smaller than 6 GeV (instead of 3.5 GeV for standard tight electrons), after correcting for energy deposits from event pile-up interactions and for the energy associated with the electron. The loose muon definition requires candidates to satisfy all criteria applied in the standard, tight selection except the muon isolation requirements and the muon-jet overlap removal.
The total number of events with loose leptons, N L , is defined as
The subset of events with tight leptons should satisfy
where (f ) indicates the probability that a prompt (multijet) lepton with loose selection criteria passes the standard, tight selection. Solving these two equations for N prompt and N multijets , we estimate the multijets contribution to the signal region as:
where N T is the number of events with a tight lepton, and N A is the number of events with a loose lepton which fail the tighter cuts of the standard selection. The fake rate f is measured on a control sample rich in multijet events. The contamination of the control region by prompt leptons is estimated from MC simulation. The systematic uncertainties on f include contributions from the uncertainty in the yield of the subtracted background sources and from the differences in the definition of the signal and multijet control regions. The probability is estimated using a tag-and-probe technique on a sample enriched in Z → . Events with exactly two loose leptons of the same flavour and opposite electric charge are selected. At least one of the leptons must satisfy the tight quality criteria and the invariant mass of the two leptons is required to be between 86 GeV and 96 GeV. The systematic uncertainties on cover the differences between the efficiency for Z → ee events and other sources of electrons, i.e. the background and signal processes considered in this analysis.
Kinematic distributions for the multijet background are constructed by assigning a weight to the events according to Equation 6.3, with (N T , N A ) = (1, 0) for events with a tight lepton or (0, 1) with a loose lepton that fails the tight cuts. f and are largely independent of the kinematic variables of interest. Variations of the cuts on jet p T , mass or split scale have no impact on f within the statistical and systematic uncertainties. The efficiency is found to be constant for the invariant mass of the top quark candidates.
W +jets production normalization and control regions
The W +jets contribution to the signal region is predicted using the Alpgen sample described in Section 3. To reduce the uncertainty on the normalization, the total contribution to the signal region is estimated in situ using the observed charge asymmetry in data and the ratio in MC r MC of W +jets events with positive leptons to those with negative leptons [59] : 1) where
is the number of predicted or observed events with a positive (negative) lepton. The method is applied to a control region without jet mass and splitting scale requirements and a looser (p T > 150 GeV) cut on the transverse momentum of the hadronically decaying top quark candidate. All processes other than W +jets and SM tt production have small contributions to this region and are subtracted. The fraction of W +jets events in the sample is determined using Equation 7.1. The resulting scale factors, 0.77 (0.75) for the e+jets (µ+jets) channel, are compatible with unity within the uncertainty. In the remainder of this paper, the W +jets MC prediction is scaled by the factors derived here. The uncertainty in the normalization and shape of the W +jets background are discussed in Section 8. As a cross-check, a second W +jets enriched control region is constructed, which differs from the signal region in that the jet mass and splitting scale requirements are removed. A b-jet veto is furthermore applied to reduce contamination due to tt production, either from SM production or hypothetical sources beyond the Standard Model. The veto requires that a multivariate b-tagging algorithm [60] operated at a nominal b-tagging efficiency of 60% in simulated tt events yields no positive tags for the jets reconstructed with R = 0.4. The observed invariant mass spectrum is compared to the SM prediction in Figure 4 . The W +jets contribution to the control region is over 70%. After application of the datadriven scale factor, the observed and predicted number of events agree to within 3% for both e+jets and µ+jets channels, well within the uncertainty. The shape predicted by Monte Carlo is in good agreement with the observed distribution. 
Systematic uncertainties
A total of 30 sources of systematic uncertainty are taken into account. An overview is presented in Table 2 . Systematic uncertainties with negligible impact on the sensitivity are omitted from the table, even if they are taken into account in the interpretation of the result. Groups of related uncertainties are combined. The relative impacts on the total expected background yield and signal yield are given for each source. Most uncertainties affect both the yield and the shape of the reconstructed mass distribution. To estimate the impact of shape uncertainties, the effect on the limit on the production rate of a 1.3 TeV Z boson is presented.
Normalization and shape uncertainties on the most important Standard Model sources are estimated using a combination of in situ and Monte Carlo techniques. Following Ref.
[58], three different systematic uncertainties take into account the imperfections in the modelling of the SM tt background: the initial-and final-state radiation (ISR/FSR) systematic uncertainty, the fragmentation and parton shower (PS) systematic uncertainty based on a comparison of Pythia and Herwig, and the generator systematic uncertainty based on a comparison of MC@NLO and Powheg. These uncertainties individually lead to 3−6% variations in the total background yield. In addition, the tt normalization is Table 2 . Systematic uncertainties and their impact on the sensitivity. All uncertainties except "luminosity" and those labelled "normalization" affect the yield and the shape of the reconstructed mass distribution. In the first two columns the relative impact (in percent) is shown on the total expected background yield (nominally 1840 events) and on the number of selected signal events (a Z with a mass 1.3 TeV is chosen as the benchmark). The shape variations do not affect the overall normalization. The third column lists the relative variation for this benchmark of the expected limit on the production cross section times branching fraction if the corresponding systematic effect is ignored. The limit-setting procedure is explained in detail in Section 10. affected by the uncertainty in the theoretical prediction of the tt production cross section. The impact of the luminosity uncertainty (nominally 3.7%) is reduced for the background, compared with the signal, because two of the backgrounds, W +jets and multijets, are determined from data.
Systematic effect
The normalization of the W +jets background using the charge asymmetry method is described in Section 7. The statistical uncertainty on the W +jets yield amounts to less than 10%. A systematic uncertainty of 14% is assigned to account for systematic uncertainties in the background subtraction (normalization of the subtracted backgrounds is varied by 100%), the PDFs, the jet energy scale uncertainty and the W +jets modelling. The uncertainty in normalization and shape of the W +jets contribution due to the extrapolation from the control region to the signal region is accounted for in the jet scale and resolution uncertainty in Table 2 . If this contribution is added, the total uncertainty on the W +jets yield amounts to approximately 35%. Repeating the normalization procedure on several W +jets validation regions we find that the result is always consistent within the assigned systematic uncertainty. The shape of the W +jets contribution to the m tt distribution is estimated from simulation. The shape uncertainty includes the impact of the systematic uncertainties on jets and a W +jets modelling uncertainty obtained by varying a number of parameters in Alpgen, such as the factorization scale and the scale governing the value of the strong coupling constant α s used in the parton splittings.
A constant normalization uncertainty of 50% is applied to the data-driven multijet background estimation, as well as a shape uncertainty derived by comparing two different loose lepton selection criteria.
The uncertainties related to charged lepton reconstruction are labelled as "Electron" and "Muon" in the table. The E miss T uncertainty is negligible and is not listed in Table 2 . Among the uncertainties on reconstructed objects, those related to jets are the most important. The uncertainty on the scales for the jet energy and mass measurements is estimated from a combination of in situ measurements, test beam data and Monte Carlo studies [54]. The energy scale uncertainty for anti-k t jets with R = 0.4 is less than 3% in the range of energies relevant for this search. The energy scale for R = 1.0 jets is only slightly larger, while the uncertainty on the jet mass scale (JMS) is approximately 4−5% [56] . Energy deposits due to additional proton-proton interactions (pile-up) have a strong impact on the measured mass of fat jets. An additional 1% uncertainty on the JMS accounts for imperfections in the pile-up model and non-closure of the Monte Carlo reweighting procedure. The effects of these uncertainties on the event yields and sensitivity are shown in Table 2 .
Comparison of data to the Standard Model prediction
The selection described in Section 5 yields a total of 1837 data events, in agreement with the Standard Model prediction (1840 ± 130 events). The background expectation is broken down by source in Table 3 , separately for e+jets and µ+jets channels. The distributions of two key observables, the transverse momentum and the invariant mass of the fat R = 1.0 jet that is selected as the hadronically decaying top quark candidate, are compared with the Standard Model predictions in Figure 5 . The data are found to agree with the expectation within the error band that indicates the normalization uncertainty. The reconstructed tt mass spectrum is presented in Figure 6 .
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Interpretation
The compatibility of the data with the SM-only (null) hypothesis is evaluated with the BumpHunter code [61], a tool that searches for local data excesses or deficits of varying width compared to the expected background. The most significant excess is found in the tt mass region between 1.8 and 2.5 TeV. It is most pronounced in the electron channel. When the systematic uncertainties are accounted for, the p-value or probability that the observed excess is found under the assumption that the null hypothesis (Standard Model) is true, is 0.08 (1.4σ), including the look-elsewhere effect, evaluated over the full mass range. No other deviations with respect to the Standard Model prediction with a significance beyond 1σ are found. We set 95% CL upper limits on the production cross section times branching fraction of new massive states using Bayesian techniques [62] . The prior probability distribution used in this method, which is flat in the cross section, is a good approximation of the reference prior [63] , and the likelihood is calculated using a Poisson function. The systematic uncertainties described in Section 8 are found to have a significant impact on the sensitivity: in the 1.0−1.5 TeV mass range the limit on the rate including all systematic uncertainties is typically a factor two weaker than the limit that would be derived with statistical uncertainties only. The systematic uncertainties are accounted for by assuming they are normally distributed and convolving a Gaussian with the posterior probability distribution for each one. They are only weakly constrained by the data. Two exceptions are the jet energy scale and the tt generator dependence, which are constrained to about a half or a third, respectively, of their prior uncertainty. The result has been cross-checked with the so-called CL s method [64, 65] and is in good agreement with it. Not allowing the data to constrain the systematic uncertainties in the CL s method reduces the sensitivity on the signal cross section by no more than 20%, which is less than the expected 1σ variation.
The resulting limits for narrow Z resonances and broad coloured resonances are presented in Figure 7 and Table 4 . Upper limits on the production cross section times branching fraction of a narrow Z resonance range from approximately 8 pb for a Z mass of 0.6 TeV to 610 fb at 1 TeV and 220 fb at 1.6 TeV, in good agreement with the expected limits. These lead to exclusion of the mass range between 0.6 TeV and 1.15 TeV for the leptophobic topcolor Z model considered here. The upper value of the excluded mass range agrees with the expected sensitivity within the estimated precision. The observed upper cross section limits for a Z and a Kaluza-Klein gluon at 2 TeV are about 1.5σ higher than the expected value, reflecting the small data excess at 1.8-2.5 TeV, seen in Figure 6 .
The observed limits on the broad (Γ/m = 15.3%) Kaluza-Klein gluon are slightly weaker than those on the Z boson: 650 fb at 1 TeV and 370 fb at 1.6 TeV. The impact of the width is observed also in the expected limits and is most pronounced for large resonance masses: at 1 TeV the expected limit on the Z boson is stronger by approximately 30%, but the ratio of the Z limit to the KK gluon limit reaches two at 2 TeV. The KK gluon model of Lillie et al. [19] is excluded for a resonance mass below 1.5 TeV, again in good agreement with the expectation.
To establish the potential of a selection and reconstruction scheme specifically designed for tt events with highly boosted top quarks, it is instructive to compare the current result to a previous analysis of the same data set [12] . We observe that the current search leads to significantly better limits in the 1−2 TeV range, where the expected limit on the production cross section times branching fraction for a narrow resonance is improved by a factor 1.5 to 2. It should be noted that the current result represents a partial implementation of the algorithm designed for highly boosted top quarks [13] , especially in the isolation requirement in the lepton selection. Figure 7 . Expected (dashed line) and observed (solid line) upper limits on the production cross section times the tt branching fraction of (a) Z and (b) Kaluza-Klein gluons. The dark (green) and light (yellow) bands show the range in which the limit is expected to lie in 68% and 95% of pseudo-experiments, respectively, and the smooth solid (red) lines correspond to the predicted production cross section times branching fraction for the Z (a) and Randall-Sundrum (b) models. The band around the signal cross section curve is based on the effect of the PDF uncertainty on the prediction. Table 4 . Observed and expected upper limits on the production cross section times branching fraction for Z → tt and g KK → tt respectively, including systematic and statistical uncertainties. The expected limit ±1σ variation is also given. We present results of a search for resonances in the tt mass spectrum in a 2.05 fb −1 data set collected with the ATLAS detector during the 2011 proton-proton runs of the Large Hadron Collider at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV. The analysis focuses on the lepton+jets final state obtained when one W boson decays to a charged lepton and a neutrino, and the other decays to a quark and an anti-quark pair. The selection and reconstruction are specifically designed for the collimated topology that arises from the decay of boosted top quarks. The hadronically decaying top quark candidate is identified as a single jet with radius parameter R = 1.0 that is required to have significant substructure, as measured by the jet mass and k t splitting scale. The reconstructed tt mass spectrum is compared with a template for the Standard Model prediction constructed using a combination of Monte Carlo simulations and measurements using control samples. The data are found to be compatible with the SM within uncertainties. Upper limits at 95% CL on the production cross section times branching ratio of the narrow Z resonance range from approximately 8 pb for a mass of 600 GeV to 220 fb for a mass of 1.6 TeV, in good agreement with the expected limits. These lead to exclusion of the mass range between 600 GeV and 1.15 TeV for the leptophobic topcolor Z model considered here. Slightly weaker limits are derived on a broad resonance (Γ/m = 15.3%). The KK gluon model of Lillie et al. [19] is excluded for a resonance mass below 1.5 TeV. These resonance searches reach the sensitivity in the high-mass region that they can verify or exclude recent proposals such as that of Djouadi et al. [66] . The sensitivity of this search geared to highly boosted top quarks is significantly enhanced in the 1−2 TeV region with respect to a previously published search using the same data set [12] . The limit on the KK gluon is the most stringent limit on this model to date.
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